Check that you have all the parts supplied:

10) Insert the corner braces into the groove on the inside of the stretcher
frame. Gently hammer the braces towards the corners to increase
tension in the canvas.

Canvas print with two bars attached. Take care not to damage the
print when handling.

11) Insert the center brace half way along the longest side of the print.
Rotate into place and use a hammer if necessary to center it.

Large Gallery Wrap Kit assembly instructions

Two additional bars with adhesive tape along one side.
One center brace wood bar (1.25x0.5 inch cross section)
Four corner tensioners
Four metal staples
You will need the following tools:
Hammer
Staple gun (optional but recommended). Manual, electric, or
pneumatic staplers all work fine.

Assembly instructions
1) Find a flat work surface large enough to hold the print. If you don’t have
a table large enough, you can work on the floor with or without a
carpet.
2) Place the print face down on the protective paper provided.
3) Remove the protective tape from the adhesive on one of the extra bars.
4) Hold the bar over the side of the print with the groove in the back of the
bar positioned on the side towards the print. Note that there are
markings for both the ends of the bar and the sides.
5) Center the bar on the markings on the canvas and lower carefully to
make contact with the adhesive. Press down on the bar to set the
adhesive. Repeat with the other end.
6) Fold the corners of the print against the ends of the bars.
7) We recommend stapling, but if you choose not to staple, trim the print
along the back edge of the board with a sharp knife. Put newspaper or
cardboard under the board to keep from cutting the surface below.
8) Rotate two of the bars up until they meet in a corner. Insert one of the
large staples provided into the grooves near the ends of the bar and
hammer gently into place. Repeat with the other three corners.
9) Staple the print to the back of the two bars. Pull the canvas tight with
one hand while stapling with the other. If the staples do not go in all
the way, tap with the hammer.

Warranty: We will replace any of our products for free if defective. If
one of our prints is damaged after arrival for any reason, we will replace
for half the current price (with no other discounts) plus shipping.
Limitation of Liability: We will not be otherwise liable for any loss or
damage whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential.

